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plastics for FAMILIARITY WITH MODERN POLYMERIC MATERIALS CAN OPEN NEW DESIGN APPROACHES FOR THE CREATIVE HOMEBUILT FAN



By Val Wright (EAA 81831) 516 Wrightwood Terrace Libertyville, Illinois 60048



PLASTICS: A widely misunderstood term, covering a remarkably diverse family of man-made polymers which, during recent years, has had a greater impact upon our everyday living than any other group of materials. Broad though it may seem the statement is demonstrably true. The plastics industry, like aviation, is relatively young. John Wesley Hyatt's development of cellulose nitrate (Celluloid) in 1868 and Dr. Leo H. Baekeland's discovery of phenol-formaldehyde resins (Bakelite) in 1909 were two of the pioneering events which laid the foundation for today's U. S. plastics industry. Its total dollar volume in 1970 was estimated at about $23 billion in sales. Plastics have long since outgrown their earlier status as "substitutes", emerging as basic materials accepted on their own merits. In virtually every major product area — appliances, building and construction, automotive, aircraft, electronics, toys, packaging, furniture and others — plastics today are playing an increasingly important role as new and improved types of high-performance resins



and processing techniques are put to work. During the decade of the 1960's, the U. S. plastics industry recorded an amazing three-fold expansion as polymeric materials gained important new markets while deepening their penetration in others already established. Today, countless industries depend upon an uninterrupted supply of plastic materials for their continued economic well-being. Few persons realize that plastics production in the U. S. already exceeds the combined output of all non-ferrous metals. During 1973, total U. S. production of plastic resins (despite restricted supplies of petroleum-based benzene and other feedstocks) exceeded 13 million tons (29 billion lbs.). The 1.6-million-ton increase over 1972 represented an average growth rate of 13.7% for all resins. A recent study of plastics usage in major markets predicts a total production of 40 to 45 billion pounds of plastics per year by 1980. So much for the mind-boggling statistics. Just what does all this mean for the EAA member who is busy constructing, modifying or upgrading his own aircraft?



It means that he now has at his disposal a broad choice of plastic materials that can help him build improved performance, safety, comfort and appearance into his aircraft. Thoughtfully selected and properly fabricated, these materials offer many properties important to the EAA builder reduction of weight, immunity to rot, rust and corrosion, built-in color, excellent insulating characteristics, and almost unlimited freedom of design. Today's "plastics pantry" is huge — more than 20 basic types of polymers, multiplied by scores of tailored formulations and



combinations. However, such rich variety need not confuse the EAA builder wishing to work with these modern materials. You don't have to be a polymer chemist to uti36 JUNE 1974
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homebuilding lize plastics intelligently, any more than you need an advanced course in forestry before using spruce or mahogany in your aircraft. EAA recognizes that many of its members are already familiar with some types of plastics and have applied them with excellent results. SPOR T A VIA TION in recent years has published a number of articles concerning homebuilt aircraft equipped with formed acrylic canopies, glassreinforced polyester (fiber-glass) cowlings and wheel covers, and other plastic components. EAA officials believe, however, that many association members are now interested in learning more about a number of plastic materials — what their specific properties are, where they can be profitably used in light aircraft construction, how to fabricate them into finished components, and where to obtain them. The purpose of this introductory article, and others to follow in later issues, is to provide this type of information to EAA members in convenient form. Despite any extravagant claims you may have heard from time to time, plastics are not "miracle" products. Like other, more familiar materials, they have their own limitations — and it's important for the EAA builder to recognize them. For example: Will plastics break? Certainly. But some types are a lot more difficult to break than others. You can pound repeatedly, with a hammer, on the butyrate or ethyl cellulose handle of a screwdriver or chisel, but it won't crack or shatter. You can whack a polyethylene flashlight case with a baseball bat — and it won't break, either. Or try heaving a baseball at a window or outdoor light fixture made of polycarbonate. It'll bounce off without causing any damage. It's all a matter of selecting the right type of plastic for a particular application, then applying it properly. And here it's important to recognize that all plastics fall into one of two general categories: thermoplastc and thermosetting. Those which can be softened by application of heat and successively converted into different forms and products are identified as thermoplastic. Acrylic, familiar to EAA builders by such trade names as Plexiglas and Acrylite, is among the most widely used thermoplastics. Plastics which undergo a chemical curing action dur-



ing conversion from raw material to finished product (such as the phenolic, polyester and epoxy resins) are called thermosets. Once cured or polymerized, they can't be re-softened by heat and converted into another product. In general, thermosets are harder, heavier, less colorful and more heat resistant than the thermoplastics, though this isn't always the case.



Several types of plastics most useful to the EAA builder are listed in an accompanying quick reference table. They include both thermoplastics and thermosets. In most instances, the builder may find himself working more often with thermoplastics, which lend themselves



(Photo Courtesy Ken Rand)



The most extensive use of plastics in a homebuilt aircraft has been in Ken Rand's tiny KR-1. It has a basic structure of wood but the outside shape and smooth surface of the airplane is accomplished with the use of foam covered with a tough shell of Dynel cloth impregnated with epoxy. Ken goes all out in his use of the material — the gas tank, engine cowling and even the spinner are all formed by the foam/dynel/epoxy process. The bubble canopy is, of course, still another use of plastics.



more readily to simple hand tools and fabricating techniques. However, don't overlook the many possibilities



offered by polyester/fiber-glass, urethane foams, epoxy compounds and various other types of thermosets.



Most of the mass-produced plastic products we encounter (housewares, toys, appliances, automotive components, etc.) are made by injection or compression molding, extrusion, blow molding or other commercial techniques, utilizing sophisticated tooling and equipment beyond the resources of the amateur builder. But here's the good news: Many of the same polymers used in these products are now also available in the form of sheets, rods, tubing, special shapes, etc., which can be easily cut, drilled, formed, cemented or otherwise fabricated by the EAA builder with ordinary hand tools and simple equipment. (Who needs a $5,000 mold, plus a $100,000 injection machine, if he only needs to make a few simple plastic parts for his homebuilt aircraft?) Once an EAA builder becomes familiar with several types of plastics and begins working with them, he may find it difficult to restrain his enthusiasm. These versatile materials challenge the imagination as well as the skills of any creative individual, for their collective range of properties and application potentials is almost boundless. Who would have thought, for example, that an amateur builder could design and construct complete wing and tail surfaces for a light aircraft (as well as some of the fuse-



lage components) by cementing strips of polystyrene foam over a simple primary structure, shaping the foam to desired contours, then applying a Dynel/epoxy covering?



This innovative approach was used by Ken Rand (EAA 30184) of Huntington Beach, California, whose diminutive KR-1 was one of the sensations of the Oshkosh 72 Convention. The unique aircraft was described in detail



in SPOR T A VIA TION for January, 1973, page 25. As a matter of related interest, the Windecker Eagle I (the first complete fiber-glass reinforced plastics aircraft



granted FAA certification) calls for virtually all of the airframe to be made of epoxy or vinyl-ester resins, reinforced with either high-strength single strand fiber or a fiberglass/foam system. Most of its components are produced by the vacuum bag process. The clean design, strength and light weight of this aircraft enable it to average 15 miles per gallon at about 200 mph with a full complement of four persons aboard. It recently received the 1974 Grand Design Award of the Reinforced Plastics/Composites Institute at the organization's annual conference in Washington, D. C. One example of Ken Rand's plastic KR-1 required a total construction time of only eleven months — a far cry from the years spent by some dedicated EAAers before their projects are ready to leave the nest. Time saving, however, is just one of the many benefits EAA builders can expect to receive by utilizing plastic materials more extensively. In many cases, significant weight reductions can be achieved, resulting in improved performance, increased payload and lower fuel consumption. Plastics — particularly some of the available foam materials — can also contribute to greater comfort and safety for the EAA pilot and his passengers. Cockpit and exterior lighting, along with installation of instruments, radio equipment and various control system assemblies, can be made more functional and reliable by capitalizing upon the light piping and transmitting, electrical insulating and self-lubricating properties of various types of plastics available to the EAA craftsman. Numerous other examples might



be cited.
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POLY MATERIALS . . . (Continued from Preceding Page)



Best of all, homebuilt enthusiasts



can utilize these materials without having to rob their rainy day piggy



banks. While some types of "engineering" plastics (poly-carbonate, for example) are relatively costly on a square foot or per-pound basis, the amount needed for a typical light



QUICK REFERENCE CHART TO 12 TYPES OF PLASTICS USEFUL TO THE EAA AIRCRAFT BUILDER Type ol Plastic Category (Generic Name) Acrylic



Thermoplastic



aircraft application is not usually



Representative Properties



Typical Applications In Light Aircraft



AcryliteLucite-



Best weather resistance of all commercial plastics. Half the weight of glass; 43% as heavy as aluminum, Six to 17 times breakage resistance of glass in thicknesses VB to V» in. Light transmittance 92%; will not yellow, Available in clear colorless plus trans-



windshields and windows canopies - sun visors - instrument dial covers - inspection panel windows • miscellaneous interior & exterior lighting components (lenses, etc.)



Plexiglas-



Swedcast



large enough to require a big investment. Also, most of the materials can be bought in small quantities if desired, enabling the EAA builder to



saw, file, drill, form, cement or lamminate until he feels secure in work-



Typical Trade Name(t)



parent & translucent colors. Easily



fabricated, formed & cemented. Cellulose Acetate Butyrate



Thermoplastic



Tenite



Polycarbonate



Thermoplastic



Lexan-Merlon



Polyethylene



Thermoplastic



Variety of trade names, Available in low and high density types.



ABS (Acrylomtrilebutadienestyrene)



Thermoplastic



CycolacRoyalite



Nylon



Thermoplastic



Butyrate



ing with them.



In the "Know Your Plastics" articles to appear in forthcoming issues, more definitive information concerning specific types of plastics, applications and fabricating procedures will be presented. In order to keep the articles adaptable to a broad spectrum of reader interests, their format will be somewhat flexible. In one article, for example, an EAA builder may explain why he decided to incorporate certain types of plastics in his "bird", and how he produced, installed and proved out the finished components. In another article, a plastics industry expert may be asked to share helpful ideas on selecting and fabricating specific types of plastic materials for light aircraft applications. Plastics, too, have come a long way since Kitty Hawk. They made historic strides, in aircraft and many other fields, during World War IL And during the past decade, new and improved polymers and manufacturing techniques have further extended the capabilities of these materials to the point where hitherto "impossible" things are now accomplished with them daily on a routine production basis. EAA members are among the many beneficiaries of this technological progress. The same materials — and many of the same basic production techniques — are now available, awaiting their use. By grasping this opportunity, creative EAA builders can broaden their own horizons, and perhaps help point the way to even greater utilization of plastic materials in the aircraft of tomorrow. In other words, the sky's the limit! We hope that this new feature will bring EAA members an increased awareness of modern plastics, and what can be accomplished with them by the innovative do-it-yourself aircraft builder. We expect readers to ask a good many questions about these materials, and hope to be able to answer most of them — with the assistance of qualified plastics industry experts when necessary. 38 JUNE 1974



Polyvinyl Chloride



One of the oldest and toughest Trans- Windshields, windows & canoparent sheet materials. Good weather- pies - sun visors - instrument ability. Resistant to many chemicals & crystals - light covers and lenses petroleum based organic compounds. Excellent for fabricating & cementing operations.



Largest member of the plastics family. Among lightest solid plastics (floats on water). Outstanding electrical properties. Tough & flexible. Can be joined by heat welding.



Protective covers, washers. grommets, miscellaneous mec ham ca I & electrical components. Available in high molecular weight grades for extreme wear applications



Zytel



First "engineering" type plastic. Extreme toughness & wear resistance, Good electrical properties. High degree of chemical resistance. Low coefficient of friction (self-lubricating), Readily fabricated. Parts can be dyed various colors.



Gears - bushings - bearings cable pulleys, etc. Miscellaneous fittings & fasteners. Stock screws, threaded rod, etc. are available



Thermoplastic



CelconDelrm



Properties generally similar to nylon, Gears - bearings - bushings with lower moisture absorption. Stiff, pulleys - miscellaneous fastenstrong, tough & hard. Dimensional ers, fittings, etc. stability, even at elevated temperatures, compares to die-cast metals.



Thermoplastic



Geon-



Among best "outdoor' plastics. Used in "no-maintenance" home siding with long-term guarantees. Excellent strength & chemical resistance. Will not splinter or shatter at any normal temperature. Easily fabricated & cemen ted,



Miscellaneous exterior & interior panels, fittings & non-structural components. Flexible films & coated fabrics ideal for aircraft upholstery & interior trim applications. Variety of colors & patterns available. Rigid PVC available in form of sheets, pipe & tubing



Velon-



Naugahyde



(PVC)



Phenolic



Thermosetting



Bakelite



Hard, dense & rigid. Excellent dimensional stability, heat and chemical resistance. Outstanding electrical properties, depending on types of fillers used. Available in sheet form and as rod & other shapes. Requires care in drilling and fabricating.



Miscellaneous mechanical -and electrical components - particularly "under hood" parts requiring high heat and chemical resistance



Polyester or Epoxy (Glassreinforced)



Thermosetting



Fiberglas



Strength and stiffness, even in re lalively thin sections. Excellent weathering and chemical-resistant properties. Adaptable to both decorative and semi-structural applications. Easily fabricated into flat or compound curved components, fittings, etc.



Engine cowlings - air intake scoops - wheel covers - wing & tail surface tips - fillets & fairings - tail cones. (The resins are also useful in the form of adhesives, castings, etc.)



Polystyrene Foam



Thermoplastic



Styrofoam



Very light (densities as low as .8 lb. Thermal insulation for cockpit per cu. ft. to 10 lb. per cu. ft.) Excel- or cabin area. Fillets, fairings, lent thermal insulation. Resists high flat or contoured "sandwich" static forces without deformation,



laminated structures, etc.



Closed cell structure maintains thermal & mechanical properties over long period. High shear strength makes material ideal core for sandwich panel construction. Urethane Foams



(Flexible & rigid types)



Thermosetting



Densities from 1.0 to 6 Ib./cu. ft. for Flexible types: Cushioning for flexible foams & 0.5 to 20-60 Ib./cu. seats, arm rests, instrument



ft. for rigid structural applications, panel padding, etc. Rigids: TherThermal insulating efficiency twice mal insulation, fairings, sandthai of any other material while main- wich panels. Can be '"foamed in taining 18 to 1 strength to weight ratio, place" to fill hollow sections



(wing tips, headrests, etc.)
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markably diverse family of man-made polymers which, during recent years .... for virtually all of the air- frame to be made of epoxy or vinyl-ester resins, reinforced.
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Dec 30, 1974 - filling the interior of the panel and bonding itself per- manently to .... Rigicel PVC foam made in the U. S. by B. F. Goodrich, but this material is no ...










 








Plastics for Aircraft Homebuilding 

propagation of the crack into the ductile core of the ma- terial. The fact that ABS (along ... Korad acrylic film, permanently laminated to the ABS sheet immediately ...










 








Plastics for Aircraft Homebuilding - Size 

represents one of the best of the high-performance type plastics introduced since World War II. In many commercial applications (pipe and fittings, ... Try sawing, drilling, ..... weight and cost of an assembly or provide longer service life.
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Dec 30, 1974 - izing the properties of polyurethane foam, is employed in another new aircraft, .... and fuels. Compatible with either polyester or epoxy res- ins.










 








Using "Kevlar" For Homebuilding Aircraft 

Now well-established as a construction material for transport category jets, corporate aircraft, military and civilian helicopters, missiles, and even the Space Shut-.










 








Using "Kevlar" For Homebuilding Aircraft 

in body armor, reinforcement of boat hulls and other plastic composites, as well as ... diameter variable-pitch propeller at 300 rpm. The 195 pound craft flies at ...










 








Design Guides for Plastics 

Aug 1, 2007 - student designers carrying out design work for all levels of academic studies; ... plastics specialists who need to explain their design decisions and the design ... the difficulty - of making the right choice is ... Most of those we us










 








Jigs For Wooden Aircraft 

assembly jig is needed, one golden rule should be adopted. Start on a level ..... a spar table is used, "C" clamps can be used in place of angle iron clamps. JIGS .










 








Avionics For Homebuilt Aircraft 

harnesses to elaborate enclosures and noise suppression ... During the Golden Age of Aviation, when .... If your resources are sufficient for new radios, I'd ...










 








Structural Riveting for Aircraft 

shear strength with joint bearing strength, and minimizes the number of holes (and rivets) in a rivet pattern. Immediately, the second question is, "How many riv-.










 








Electronic Ignition For Aircraft 

since its coil primary is charged with up to 70v before each firing ... using a much cheaper lower energy ig- nition source. ... tion chambers, and this is one reason.










 








Ducting for Aircraft - Size 

To move air in places where moisture may be present, use the ... Cutting ducting to length for installation can be tricky. The fiberglass shell and string will. NAME.










 








Electronic Ignition For Aircraft 

during idle or at high altitude in a non- turbocharged engine, charge pressure is low which means that the density of the gases in the combustion chamber is low.










 








Automotive Plastics 

Current and projected use of plastics in cars, South Korea. Current and .... accounting for 61.6 % of the region's car output, and if Korea is included, the .... key areas - North America, Western Europe and Japan. ..... immediate response (elastic) 










 








Jigs for Wooden Aircraft 

These can be made of wood or slotted steel angles. ... A recent innovation in house construction has been ... positively fixed to the floor, fit the frame also to the.










 








Ducting for Aircraft 

called SCAT but sometimes incorrectly called SCAT tubing. SCAT is made from a single layer of red silicone-impregnated fiberglass. To keep the thin fiberglass ...










 








Electronic Ignition For Aircraft 

In designing the optimum ignition sys-. 48 APRIL 1990 ... The primary design goal was to produce a ... in a specially designed processor be- fore it is passed to ...










 








Homebuilding of Propellers 

(Cartoon by Tom Hurley). This is not the only way to carve a prop and .... Attached is a drawing of the jig. It worked fine for me. A. WINS ATTACH PLATES.










 








howitworks - Fine Homebuilding 

periodically cleaned of combustion residue, which looks like old varnish, and ... bustion gases creates a vacuum above the piston, pulling it to its top position.










 








Plastics and Windshields - Size 

sheet to a floppy state prior to form- ing, but few of our ... STITS AIRCRAFT CORPORATION. P. O. Box 3084-S ... material costs, tooling re- ... from any plastic sign manufacturer or can make your .... adhering film, use facial soap and the palm of ..










 








Antenna Considerations For Homebuilt Aircraft 

radio frequencies of the VHF aircraft band are between. 108 and 136 mHz. ..... a balun of this type would make the antenna look like an 18 ohm load to the 50 ...










 








Landing Gears for Light Aircraft 

simplicity. It consisted of a steel tube passed through the fuselage and held to it by shock cords wound around the lower longeron and the tube. Side loads as ...










 








Good Design Practices For Aircraft 

is how I get my 6 ft 1 inch into it. It is a pretty good trick. All considered it has been fun working on it not to mention flying it and. I think it is going to be fun having.
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